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SALTER, the evolution of a leader.
With more than 50 years experience in sport and health areas, SALTER has been constantly adapting itself to the needs and demands
of the market. With more than 15.000 m² premises, the production
centre is located in Spain, where all the processes of research and
development, engineering and manufacturing, permit to guarantee
the maximum quality and offer a prompt after-sale service, highly
appreciated by our clients.
Trust in Professionalism; Trust in SALTER.

PT-320 E-LINE by SALTER, the top quality cardio training. A treadmill with exceptional features, secure, strong
and nice design, specially developed for hotels, Spas, rehabilitation
centres and home use.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
3 HP motor (AC).

Large display with colour LCD screen,
which integrates MP3 and USB connector,
speakers and volume/music selector.

Speed from 1 to 18 km/h.
Incline level from 0 to 15 % in increments of 1%.
Patented suspension system.
Display panel with LCD screen.
8 pre-established training programs and Manual 		
option.
Constant display information of following workout 		
data: Speed, Incline, Time, Calories, Distance and 		
Pulse.
Hand Pulse control in handlebar.
Quick-access speed and incline buttons located in 		
the handlebar, next to the Hand Pulse.
MP3 and USB connectors with speakers
and musical selection keyboard included.
Front wheels for an easy movement.
Adjustable levelers.

PT-320 E-LINE is powered by 3 HP motor (AC). A
frequency converter is included in order to guarantee a perfect
training workout. Speed from 1 to 18 km/h and incline level from

Dimensions: L. 194; W. 84; H. 145 cm.

0 to 15% are also available. Furthermore, it also incorporates

Running surface: 150 x 52 cm.

quick access speed and elevation buttons in handlebar, next to

Maximum user weight: 130 kg.

Hand Pulse.
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